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Résumé du projet : 
 

Given a matrix of data containing values of different variables (the matrix columns) for different 

individuals (the matrix rows), clustering methods approximate the data by partitioning its rows in a 

small number of partitions and by replacing the rows in each partition by a single row vector. 

Similarly, in feature reduction methods, the columns are partitioned, and the elements of each 

partition are replaced by a single column vector. Both techniques are heavily used in data analysis, 

since instead of analyzing the differences from one individual or variable to another, one can simply 

analyze the differences between the few row or column vectors representing groups of individuals or 

variables. 

 

To simplify analysis even further, one can consider a co-clustering approach [1], where data are 

simultaneously partitioned into individuals/features groups. Co-clustering can be cast as a matrix tri-

factorization problem [2], where data is approximated by a small real-valued matrix multiplied on its 

left and right by two binary-constrained selection matrices. In this project, an algorithm for 

calculating this approximate tri-factorization based on unconstrained gradient descent will be studied. 

The main difficulties of the project will lie on how to relax the binary constraints, reparametrize the 

approximation problem and add smooth penalization terms so that the initially constrained problem 

becomes unconstrained. 

 

An extension of the algorithm to tackle the problem of higher-order co-clustering will also be 

considered. In higher-order co-clustering [3], a tensor [4] of data is available and the objective is to 

partition simultaneously the rows, columns and tubes of the tensor. Such co-clustering problem may 

appear in applications where data naturally have a third diversity, for example multivariate time 

series.  

 

The algorithms will be coded python and tested both artificially generated datasets and real datasets 

(e.g.: on the dataset considered in [5]). 
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